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A Pragmatic Approach to the Link to Origin:  

EU PDOs and PGIs for registration, innovation and trade in origin products 

By Maurizio Crupi 

 

1. Quality signs and labelling policies allow consumers to verify ‘credence attributes’, 

i.e. those characteristics that cannot be ascertained before purchase or learned by 

experience, such as whether a product is really organic or whether it supports local 

sustainable development. 

2. The lack of visibility and awareness of the EU quality schemes requires a pragmatic 

approach, understanding how requirements for PDOs and PGIs appear in the 

practice of the EU Register. 

3. A clearer (i.e. not blurred) twofold link to origin can be achieved by way of different 

templates for each quality scheme and more detailed guidelines on how to compile 

the single documents, avoiding misinterpretations that occurred in the past. [Chapter 

1] 

4. Amending the requirements for the EU quality schemes, namely limiting PDOs to 

products wholly obtained in the territory and PGIs to transformed products that do 

not make use of local raw materials can increase visibility and awareness. [Chapter 

4] 

5. Tradition and innovation are deeply intertwined. Understanding how PDOs and 

PGIs amend their link to origin with regard to raw materials and methods of 

production could serve to keep a strong link to origin. [Chapter 2] 

6. When being entered in the EU Register, non EU-GIs need to be classified according 

to their link to origin. The trend of registering foreign GIs as PGIs has to change to 

avoid blurring even further the difference between the EU quality schemes. [Chapter 

3] 

7. The nature of the GI system of the third country and the nature of the application 

(direct or via a competent authority) are liable to affect the quality scheme 

chosen. [Chapter 3] 

8. Adopting a twofold link to origin for non-agricultural GIs can increase the 

consistency within the system in place for agricultural products, reduce consumers’ 

confusion and increase the visibility of the EU quality symbols. [Chapter 5] 

9. The Action Plan on Intellectual Property, putting forward key actions to make more 

effective the existing GI protection for agricultural products and to propose a system 

for non-agricultural ones, makes the pragmatic approach all the more necessary. 

10. “How can you govern a country which has 246 varieties of cheese?” (Charles de 

Gaulle) 


